
20mph Survey of Parish and District Councils Results

One of the tools to help us deliver a safer, healthier, greener Gloucestershire is the 
development of 20mph restrictions where people live. 

A survey was made available online to Parishes and Wards in 2021 in order to get a 
better understanding of the aspirations of local councils in Gloucestershire and 
enable feedback on what 20mph measures already introduced are achieving.

The responses to the survey are summarised as follows:

20mph Restriction Aspiration

 162 Parishes and Wards responded to the 20mph survey1

 63% of Parishes/Wards would like to have 20mph speed limits in their area 
(Chart 1).

 24% of Parishes/Wards did not give a response as to whether they would like 
20mph restrictions in their area.
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Chart 1 - Would you like to have 20mph restrictions in your local 
area, subject to due process and consultation?

1 Original survey data modified to exclude multiple responses from the same Parish or Ward and responses 
that gave no location. Wherever possible data from multiple areas was merged where information was missing 
from similar entries (There were 256 original responses recorded in total to the survey). 



Perceived Benefits of a 20mph Restriction

 When asked to consider what the biggest benefit would be in reducing speeds 
in their areas2, 48% of Parishes and Wards felt that the biggest benefit of a 
20mph restriction is safer access to local facilities (Chart 2).
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Chart 2 - What would be the biggest benefit of reducing speed 
in your area?

 Of those who selected ‘Other’ as a benefit, they where asked to give details of 
the ‘Other ‘reasons they consider important. The reasons given included:
 Reduced complaints, 

2 What would be the biggest benefit of a 20mph speed limit? was an optional question 88% of those filling out 
the survey responded to this question.



 Improved air quality,
 Increased safety for riders.
 Discouraging the use of village roads as a cut through.
 Increased respect for wildlife.
 Reduced noise.
 Reduced road surface destruction.
 Increased safety where no footways exist.

 The top 2 reasons given under the heading of ‘others’ were improved air 
quality/reduced noise pollution and a safer environment in rural areas with 
limited footways and frequent riders use routes.

Local Engagement

 50% of respondents had carried out local engagement with regards to 20mph 
restrictions.

 Respondents were asked what type of community engagement has taken 
place, responses included, 
 Parish/Ward newsletters/social media
 face-to-face
 webpages 
 noticeboard 
 general feedback from residents

 Only 4 respondents said they had involvement in the 20s plenty 
campaign/community Speed Watch Campaigns. 

 10 Wards/Parishes stated that they had conducted their own resident surveys 
in regards to local speeds (Chart 3).
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Chart 3 - Have you carried out any local engagement about 
20mph restrictions?

 28% of Parishes/Wards responded that they have already passed a motion to 
support a 20mph restriction in their area (Chart 4).
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Chart 4 - Has your organisation passed a motion supporting a 
widespread 20mph restriction for residential areas?



20mph Restrictions in Operation and Perceived Effectiveness

 Only 33 of the 162 respondents (20%, Chart 5) said they currently have a 
20mph restriction in their area (excluding advisory School Safety Zones).

Yes, 33

No, 129

Chart 5 - Do you have any 20mph restrictions within 
your parish/ward? 

 For those that have existing 20mph restrictions within their area there was an 
almost even split over whether the 20 restriction is generally observed (Chart 
6).
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Chart 6 - Area has 20mph restriction - Do you 
think the 20mph is well observed?



 

 Only 14 Parishes/Wards with a 20mph restriction have obtained speed data.
 Of those that have obtained speed data the majority (79%) observed that 

20mph restrictions are not well observed in their area (Chart 7).

yes, 3

no, 11

Chart 7 - We have a 20mph restriction - is it well observed? 
(Parish/Ward have speed data) 

 25 Parishes/Wards with a 20mph restriction but with no speed data made 
slightly different observations based on their opinion and experience about 
how well observed a 20mph restriction is (Chart 8).

 56% observed that their 20mph restriction was well observed.

yes, 14

no, 11

Chart 8 - We have a 20mph restriction - is it well 
observed? (Parish/Ward have no speed data)



 Those that responded with no 20mph restriction currently in their area, 84% 
considered that 20mph restrictions are not adhered to by motorists (Chart 9).

 These opinions are similar to the feedback from Parishes/Wards that have 
speed data and current 20mph restrictions.

Yes, 13

No, 66

Chart 9 - Areas with no current 20mph restriction - Do you 
think that 20mph restrictions are well observed?

Conclusion

 Generally Parishes and Wards are supportive of 20mph restrictions and would 
like to explore the installation of restrictions.

 The majority of Parishes/Wards would like a 20mph restriction however the 
majority have also observed that they are not well adhered to either based on 
their own observations or based on speed data.

 Respondents felt that lower limits can bring many benefits to a community 
from safety and access to improved pollution levels and improved health and 
wellbeing.


